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Abstract: The necessity of transport electrification is already undeniable due to, among other facts,
global Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions and fossil-fuel dependency. In this context, electric vehicles
(EVs) play a fundamental role. Such vehicles are usually seen by the network as simple loads
whose needs have to be supplied. However, they can contribute to the correct operation of the
network or a microgrid and the provision of ancillary services and delay the need to reinforce the
power lines. These concepts are referred to as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), Vehicle-to-Building (V2B) and
Vehicle-to-Home (V2H). In paper, a deep classification and analysis of published charging strategies
is provided. In addition, optimal charging strategies must minimise the degradation of the batteries
to increase their lifetime, since it is considered that the life of a battery ends when its capacity is
reduced by 20% with respect to its nominal capacity. Therefore, an optimal integration of EVs must
consider both grid and batteries impact. Finally, some guidelines are proposed for further research
considering the current limitations of electric vehicle technology. Thus, these proposed guidelines
are focused on V2G optimal management, enabling new business models while keeping economic
viability for all parts involved.
Keywords: battery degradation; charging strategies; electric vehicle; grid impact; optimisation
methodologies; transport electrification
1. Introduction
In 2017, Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions from fossil fuels reached 36.79 gigatons of carbon
dioxide equivalent (GtCO2e), increasing between 0.8% and 3% over the previous year. Moreover, it is
estimated that GHG emissions will double by 2050 if actions are not taken [1,2]. The transport sector
was responsible for 35% of the total energy consumed in 2014, of which 21% corresponded to passenger
transport, with an average consumption of 1.9 MJ/pKm [3]. Passenger transport by road accounted
for 49.7% of total energy consumption from oil in 2015 with 1908.48 MToe and 5553.34 MtCO2 [3].
Considering all mentioned data, there is still a long way to reach the scenario of zero net emissions
by 2060 from IEA [2]. In this context, the energy and transport sectors play a fundamental role in
achieving the zero emissions goal, through the development and implementation of new technologies
such as Electric Vehicles (EV) and the improvement of energy generation processes.
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True variation in GHG emission depends on the mix of technologies used for the electric energy
production that EVs require [4]. Differences in emissions between Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) and
Internal Combustion Engine Vehicles (ICEVs) range approximately 20–80 g CO2-e/km taking UK as a
case study, but increase to 70–150 g CO2-e/km in the case of California [5]. Table 1 shows a comparison
of emissions and cost, per distance unit and energy unit, for an EV among different countries.
Table 1. Comparison of emissions and costs derived from electric vehicle charging.
Country Emissions Per EnergyUnit (g CO2/kW h)
Emissions Per km
(g/km)
Price Per Energy
Unit (€/kW h)
Price Per km
(€/km)
Belgium 199 23.88 0.2173 0.0299
Canada 158 18.96 0.08 0.0110
China 711 85.32 0.081 0.0111
Czech Republic 516 61.92 0.1681 0.0231
Denmark 300 36 0.3 0.0412
Estonia 1016 121.92 0.1351 0.0185
Finland 175 21 0.1578 0.0217
France 64 7.68 0.1524 0.0209
Germany 486 58.32 0.3 0.0412
Greece 649 77.88 0.1563 0.0215
Hungary 293 35.16 0.1397 0.0192
Ireland 435 52.2 0.2295 0.0315
Italy 343 41.16 0.2292 0.0315
Japan 572 68.64 0.21 0.0288
Korea 536 64.32 0.087 0.0119
Lithuania 204 24.48 0.137 0.0188
Luxembourg 306 36.72 0.1665 0.0229
Netherlands 452 54.24 0.1898 0.0261
Norway 8 0.96 0.1909 0.0262
Poland 769 92.28 0.148 0.0203
Portugal 281 33.72 0.2081 0.0286
Russia 439 52.68 0.027 0.0037
Slovak Republic 176 21.12 0.1698 0.0233
Slovenia 319 38.28 0.161 0.0221
Spain 247 29.64 0.2228 0.0306
Sweden 13 1.56 0.2101 0.0288
Turkey 442 53.04 0.1495 0.0205
UK 459 55.08 0.1741 0.0239
USA 489 58.68 0.1 0.0137
Assuming a mean energetic cost of 13.73 kW h/100 km given in NEDC cycle. Emissions correspond to the power
systems of each country from 2013 [6]. Prices from 2013 [7–10].
In view of the increasing demand of the electric vehicle, an aspect that is gaining interest by the
research community is the effect the charging system will have in the current power grid. Table 2
collects the analysed literature regarding the current state of the EV depending on the topics studied.
These topics include EV Technology (historical evolution, power train, and battery and charger
technology explanation); analysis of the economic, environmental or technical impact to the grid
(in terms of load capacity, load profile, losses, voltage profile, phases unbalance, harmonics, equipment
such as transformers, and stability); battery technical specifications (types, models and effects that
recharging may have on the health of the battery); charging technical specifications (standards,
topologies and methodologies); and other specifications (V2G, RES integration, DG, smart grid,
communications and projects developed).
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Table 2. Classification of analysed reviews.
Reference
Technology Impact Batteries Charging Others
Eco Env
Grid
H PT B C LC LP Loss V PU H Eq Sta Typ Mod Eff Std Top Met V2G RES DG S G Com Proj
[11] - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[12] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[13] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[14] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[15] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[16] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[17] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[18] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[19] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[20] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[21] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[22] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[23] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[24] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[25] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[26] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[27] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[28] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[29] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[30] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[31] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[32] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[33] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[34] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[35] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[36] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[37] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[38] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[39] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[40] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[41] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[42] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
OS - - - - - - - - - - - - -
H, History; PT, Power Train; B, Battery; C, Charger; Eco, Economic; Env, Environmental; LC, Load Capacity; LP, Load Profile; Loss, Losses; V, Voltage; PU, Phase Unbalance; H, Harmonics;
Eq, Equipment; Sta, Stability; Typ, Types; Mod, Models; Eff, Effect; Std, Standards; Top, Topologies; Met, Methodologies; V2G, Vehicle-to-Grid; RES, Renewable Energies Sources Integration;
DG, Distributed Generation; SG, Smart Grid; Com, Communications; Proj, Projects.
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Several publications focus on the impact that vehicles can have on the network. However, there is
no study considering both the power grid and battery impacts. Proper operation of the grid enables the
integration of a greater number of vehicles. Nevertheless, the battery performance must be taken into
account, mainly for being the limiting factor in the profitability of an electric vehicle. In this context,
this paper focuses on the joint analysis of the impacts derived from the battery charging methods,
taking into consideration a global view. In this sense, some research gaps have been identified within
electric vehicle charging management, for which some research lines have been proposed.
This paper is organised as follows. general aspects of EVs are introduced in Section 2. Section 3
describes the impact on the grid of the charging strategies analysed, including several classifications
of them. Afterwards, Section 4 describes the effects on batteries and key aspects to be considered.
Section 5 shows some research opportunities. Finally, the main conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2. General Aspects of Electric Vehicle
Transport electrification is introduced as part of the solution to GHG emissions increase, which is
mainly governed by road passenger transport. In this context, the European Union is promoting
this Roadmap 2050, where, in 2050, emissions have to be reduced by 80% compared to 1990 [43].
Some countries in the European Union have started to impose restrictions on traditional vehicles.
These constraints include the prohibition of new vehicles to be sold from 2040 onwards and the
prohibition of their driving from 2050 onwards.
When compared to ICEVs, EVs show a better performance due mostly to the higher efficiency of the
Electric Motor (EM) and the associated powertrain [44]. Among the advantages of this technology are:
• Improvement of local air quality due to less emitting tailpipe exhaust gases, zero in BEVs
• Improvement of energy efficiency in transport sector: the EM is more than twice as efficient as the
Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) [45]
• Less maintenance related to engine or mechanics and associated costs, especially in BEVs
• Less noise pollution since EM is much quieter than ICE
• Reduction of the external energy dependence of some countries by reducing the oil needed
for fuels
• Greater flexibility for the joint development of other technologies such as the integration of
Renewable Energies Sources (RES) [11]
• Improvement of electrical network quality under correct coordination [12]
In turn, disadvantages for users with the current state of development are listed below:
• Low autonomy in electric mode compared to ICEVs
• Few charging stations and long duration of the charge
• High cost and limited lifetime of batteries
• The almost zero noise produced during the operation of the EM may not prevent accidents,
for example, by not warning the presence of vehicles to pedestrians
Vehicles can be classified into two general groups depending on their motor: ICE and EM.
Traditional vehicles are based on heat engines: Spark-Ignition Engine (SIE) and Compression-Ignition
Engine (CIE). On the other hand, EVs can be declassified into Plug-in-Electric Vehicles (PEVs),
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) and other alternatives such as Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle (FCEV).
This classification is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Vehicles classification.
PEVs get their electric energy from the power grid, thus the analysis regarding charging schedules
of electric vehicles only considers this type of vehicle. Currently, there are different alternatives in the
market within the category of PEV depending on the topology that is adopted: BEV, Range Extended
Electric Vehicle (REEV) or Series Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) and Parallel PHEV.
• BEV (Figure 2a): The BEV is the simplest in terms of technology, since it is a purely electric vehicle.
It consists of batteries that are charged from the network through an on-board or off-board charger,
and a DC/AC converter that feeds a reversible electric machine with the energy coming from
the batteries. The bidirectionality of the energy flow allows the reversible machine to operate in
generator mode, thus enabling the regenerative braking. The batteries operate in a single mode,
“Charge Depleting Mode” [45], discharging during vehicle operation and recharging from grid
or through regenerative braking. Constructively, two types of BEVs can be found, according to
whether a single electric machine is connected to the wheels through a differential, or an electrical
machine is installed in each wheel, known as an in-wheel machine.
• REEV/Series PHEV (Figure 2b): The REEV/Series PHEV comprises mechanical and electrical
energy sources, while traction is always electrical. In addition, it includes an ICE that feeds
th battery in moments of depth of discharge. Thus, the batteries work in two modes: Charg
Depleting M de, when th small ICE is disconnected; and Charge Sustaining Mode, when th
ICE is working, keeping t battery charge at a sp ified minimum level [45]. The main diff renc
between REEV and series PHEV is the size of the ICE, which is co siderably higher in t PHEV.
This allows an optimal operation of the R EV motor at the point of maximum efficiency, with less
fuel consumption.
• Parallel PHEV (Figur 2c): A parallel PHEV vehicle also has two types of energy sources,
but traction can be performed electrically or m chanically as required.
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In 2016, approximately 753,000 PEVs (60% BEVs) were registered in new sales worldwide, reaching
2 million units in circulation (0.2%), which rose to 3.1 million in 2017 [46]. Among the recommen ations
of the IEA are to prior ise the economic incentives for the purchase of PEVs and the availability of
charging infrastructures, local incentives such as access granted to restrict d rban areas, special
pricing in car parks nd public fleet programs [2].
Regarding the BEV/PHEV ratio, there are diffe ences depending on the territory. Two-thirds of
EVs in circulation globally are BEV type. In Norway and Denmark, BEVs accounted for 53% and
56% of new sales of EVs, respectivel , while in the other Nordic countries the PHEVs lead. Ge erally,
small vehicles are BEVs, wh le in medium-large size vehicles the effort and costs of the associ ted
powertrain become PHEV profitable [47].
Fo a correct sizing of the battery to be used, it is useful to know the transport needs of the
inhabitants f different coun ri s. These needs can be generally classified into three ranges [48]:
• About 40 km: UK is the leading country in this category.
• From 50 to 60 km: Most countries are in this category: Germany France, Italy, etc.
• More than 70–80 km: This range includes countries such as Poland and Spain.
Given these needs and the average energy consumption, a 16-kW h battery is considered to be
sufficient to meet 80% of transport needs [49]. According to the analysis carried out in [50], 87% of US
circulating vehicles on a given day could be replaced by BEVs performing a single charge.
3. Impact on the Grid and Associated Charging Methodologies
The charging of EVs is one of the main issues for the total integration of this technology into the
power grid, due to the wide range of phenomena that their impact can cause. An efficient electrical
system benefits all interested parties, such as Transmission System Operator (TSO), Distribution System
Operator (DSO), Independent System Operator (ISO) if it exists, users, etc., in terms of ease of operation,
quality and price.
Charging methodologies can be classified into two general groups depending on the power
direction: unidirectional and bidirectional.
3.1. Unidirectional
The unidirectional charging concept refers to a single flow of energy from the grid to the vehicle
used to charge its batteries. Table 3 collects the best-known charging standards among all that have
been published.
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Table 3. Classification of charging Standards.
Voltage [V] Max Current [A] Power [kW] Time of Charging Installation Cost [$] Recommended Location
AC
SAE Standard
Level 1 120/230 (US/UE) 12/16(US)
1.4/1.9
1 ph
PHEV: 7 h (SOC 0–100%)
BEV: 17 h (SOC 20–100%) 500–800 Domestic
Level 2 240 Up to 80 Up to 19.2, 1 ph
EV: 3 h (SOC 0–100%) (On-board
charger, 3.3 kW)
EV: 1.5 h (SOC 0–100%) (On-board
charger, 7 kW)
EV: 20 min (SOC 0–100%) (In case
of 20 kW on-board charger)
2000–8000 Parking or public streets,
Public places
Level 3 From 20 (1 ph/3 ph) 30,000–160,000
IEC Standard
Mode 1 230/450 16 3.7/11 (1 ph/3 ph) Domestic
Mode 2 230/690 32 3.7/22 (1 ph/3 ph)
Car rental Company, Fleet
of Company cars, Service
Stations
DC
SAE standard
Level 1 200–450 80 Up to 20
PHEV: 22 min (SOC 0–80%)
BEV: 1.2 h (SOC 20–100%) (In case
of 20 kW off-board charger)
8500–50,000 Parking or public streets,Public places
Level 2 200–450 200 Up to 90
PHEV: 10 min (SOC 0–80%)
BEV: 10 min (SOC 0–80%)
(Off-board charger, 45 kW)
BEV: 22 min (SOC 20–80%)
(Off-board charger, 45 kW)
Car rental Company, Fleet
of Company cars, Service
Stations
Level 3 200–600 400 Up to 240 BEV (only): <10 min (SOC 0–80%)(45 kW off-board charger) Service Stations
IEC Standard
Mode 3 63 43.5
Service Stations
Mode 4 400 From 50
BEV, 25 kW h; PHEV, 5–15 kW h; EV, 10 kW h.
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Figure 3 shows a classification of the unidirectional charging strategies analysed according to their
location, which are detailed throughout this section.
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vehicle is connected, up to reaching 100% State of Charge (SOC) or the departure time, in the case it 
is sooner.  It has  the disadvantage of not ensuring  the  full charging of  the vehicle, as well as not 
guaranteeing safety in the power transport lines and associated equipment. The price of electricity is 
not considered, and therefore the cost of charging is unpredictable. As an advantage, it is the cheapest 
charging method  in  terms of development  and  implementation,  as  there  is no need  to  invest  in 
equipment. However, the operation of the system becomes complex and expensive. 
Performing the charging of many EVs in an uncontrolled manner is commonly associated with 
a series of damages for the distribution companies. One of these damages implies the congestion of 
the power lines, which is dependent on the charging schedule given by society routines. Thus, most 
of the charging events would occur at the same time, and within the most crucial hours as far as the 
power  grid  is  concerned,  i.e.,  in  the  interval  of  greatest demand. The  proportion  of  power  grid 
capacity in use defines the so‐called capacity factor, which would exceed its maximum value in the 
case of uncontrolled charging of EVs. The load variation, defined as zero for a flat demand, would 
also be affected by modifying the demand from the minimum value to its maximum in a short period 
of time. Load variation is one of the key factors that determine the power losses and cause premature 
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3.1.1. Uncontrolled
In uncontrolled charging, also known as dumb charging, the charging occurs from the time the
vehicle is connected, up to reaching 100% State of Charge (SOC) or the departure time, in the case
it is sooner. It has the disadvantage of not ensuring the full charging of the vehicle, as well as not
guaranteeing safety in the power transport lines and associated equipment. The price of electricity
is not considered, and therefore the cost of charging is unpredictable. As an advantage, it is the
cheapest charging method in terms of development and implementation, as there is no need to invest
in equipment. However, the operation of the system becomes complex and expensive.
Performing the charging of many EVs in an uncontrolled manner is commonly associated with a
series of damages for the distribution companies. One of these damages implies the congestion of the
power lines, which is dependent on the charging schedule given by society routines. Thus, most of
the charging events would occur at the same time, and within the most crucial hours as far as the
power grid is concerned, i.e., in the interval of greatest demand. The proportion of power grid capacity
in use defines the so-called capacity factor, which would exceed its maximum value in the case of
uncontrolled charging of EVs. The load variation, defined as zero for a flat demand, would also be
affected by modifying the demand from the minimum value to its maximum in a short period of time.
Load variation is one of the key factors that determine the power losses and cause premature aging of
power equipment such as transformers.
This charging type, despite not having complexity, does not benefit any part, since the increase on
system losses and the premature aging of equipment would negatively affect the electricity price to be
paid by the end user.
In [51], the authors performed an assessment of the effects that uncontrolled charging would
have in the power grid, in terms of losses and voltage deviation depending on the penetration rate
(0–30%). The results show for all cases a significant increase in losses as well as voltage variations,
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which are maximum in winter season because of the higher power demand. The simulation network
used (IEEE34 node) corresponds to the real network of Arizona.
In [52], on the other hand, the impacts in the Zurich area (Switzerland) are analysed in terms
of demand profile, equipment load factor and operating costs. As a consequence of an uncontrolled
strategy, the demand profile is greatly accentuated in peak periods both in the transport network
and in the distribution network; the maximum safe load factor of equipment such as transformers is
overpassed in certain periods; and operating costs grow considerably. The authors of [53] came to the
same conclusion through their analysis on the “IEEE 31-node 23 kV” test network.
However, in [54], the HV network from the city of Morelia, Mexico, is analysed, where a penetration
ratio of 10.5% would not saturate the power lines nor the transformers, nor losses would increase
noticeably. In [55], another network, a model from CIGRE, is analysed with up to 50% penetration
index, resulting in an increase of both losses and load factor of equipment, but within the established
limits. However, voltage at certain nodes would not be acceptable.
In conclusion, the analysed literature shows that, for small penetration ratios, the uncontrolled
method can be viable depending on the capacity and topology of the network. However, in large
ratios, it increases the peak-to-valley difference, increasing network losses and causing overload and
undervoltage effects [56].
3.1.2. Controlled (Smart Charging)
Due to the major negative impact that uncontrolled charging of EVs can have on the power
grid, it is necessary to develop a methodology considering different indicators of the correct overall
performing of the network. This methodology pursuing a goal, or a series of specific objectives,
is known as Controlled Charging or Smart Charging. The main characteristics of main topologies are
summarised in Table 4 and this comparison is graphed in Figure 4. The different algorithms can be
classified according to different categories, such as the objective they pursue or the calculation method
used. In this case, they have been first categorised according to their location, and secondarily to other
considerations (objective, software, solver, etc.) in Tables 5–8.
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Table 4. Comparison of centralised and decentralised charging characteristics.
Advantages Drawbacks
Decentralised
Scalable
Greater fault tolerance
Less communications needed, generally
based on local measurements
Greater data privacy
Greater controllability by the user.
Greater acceptance by the users
Unexpected results
Limited provision of ancillary services
User behaviour prediction necessity
Possibility of avalanche reactions
Centralised
Known architecture
Better use of network capacity
Better provision of ancillary services
Hierarchical structure
Possibility of business models
Communication layer needed
Central controller (aggregator) needed
Limitation on the number of vehicles
per controller
High processing capacity required
Possible data privacy violations
Scalability measures the capacity of integrating more vehicles into the overall available
infrastructure. In the decentralised architecture, the intelligence is located in each vehicle, therefore
it presents a better scalability against the centralised architectures, of which the DSO-based is the
least scalable. End user controllability shows the liberty for end user to take part in making decisions,
and follows a similar trend for the same reasons. In this sense, the greater is the centralisation, the lower
is the capacity of the end user to decide on the way in which the exchange of energy with the grid is
carried out. Ease of implementation is also led by decentralised architecture, while multi-agent-based
intelligence is the worst, since it requires the largest communication infrastructure.
V2G factor considers the ability and performance that each architecture could get in providing
ancillary services to the power system. In this regard, multi-agent-based architecture shows a better
coordination and ensures that the needs of all parts are met. On the contrary, decentralised architecture
has the greatest difficulties, due to the lack of a communications layer and the fact that it only uses local
measures mean it has less capacity to manage a possible contribution to the network in a global manner.
The ability to create new business models is the last aspect considered. While decentralised
architecture has low capability and DSO-based one can only offer this opportunity to the current DSO
companies, aggregator-based and multi-agent-based ones enable the creation of new business models.
These business models could consist, for example, in participating in the electricity market for the
purchase of energy, the management of technical restrictions, and providing ancillary services.
Decentralised
Providing each vehicle with a charging management system with connection ability to other
elements or entities is the so-called decentralised charging control. In this way, each vehicle performs
its operation based on a series of internal and/or external signals. Most of the literature analysed
regarding this unidirectional strategy shares a common goal: the valley filling of the load profile.
Table 5 shows a classification of the literature analysed based on decentralised charging.
There is a large literature which seeks to optimise the electricity cost [57–65]. The authors
of [57–59] showed how to operate this type of control with the main objective of optimising the cost
and contributing to the valley filling. They used the Nash Certainty Equivalence (NCE) method,
where each vehicle establishes its charging conditions in search of the lowest cost considering the
strategies of other vehicles in a series of communications. In turn, individual strategies are penalised
the further they get from the overall strategy.
Communications about the status of the grid is essential for decentralised charging as demonstrated
in [66], where a valley filling strategy is proposed taking into account violations of system voltage
bounds. Especially, this necessity is higher when the behaviour of the driver is not known, thus the
system planning cannot be foreseen and most decisions must be made in real time.
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Table 5. Classification of the literature on decentralised strategies.
Interest Objective Considerations
Aggregator [57–59] OptPrice [52,57–65]
Grid
Current and Voltage limits [60,65–67]
DSO [60,61,66,68–70] Load Flattening Valley filling [57–59,61,66,68,70] Transformer limits [52,66]
Several stakeholders [64,65] Peak Saving [64] Battery SOC [52,57,59–61,65,67,68,71]
Load Shifting [60,70] Reaching desired SOC [52,57,61,66]
OptQual Frequency regulation [70]
Market
Day ahead Prices [57–59,68,70]
Voltage regulation [52,65,69] Real Time prices [67]
Load Factor [61] Population Homogeneous [57,59,61,65,67–70]
Active power [52] Heterogeneous [52,58,60,64,66]
Method Software Solver Validation
Convex program [52,61,68] MATLAB [60,68–70] GAMS [52] Simulation [52,57–59,61,66,70]
Linear programming [52,60,70] PowerACE [64] CPLEX [52] Trusted/AppliedSimulation [60,64–66,68,69]
Nash Certainly
Equivalence (NCE) [57–59] Power Factory [60] CONOPT [52]
shrunken-primal dual
subgradient (SPDS) [66]
Game Theory [65]
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The design of the controller to be installed is treated in [67]. The authors managed the charging
in a variable way related to the SOC of the batteries, as well as the voltage of the node where they
are connected. The results show that the correct design of this controller is a determining factor to
avoid undervoltages.
Other decentralised strategies are based on signals received from other entities such as the DSO
resulting in the so-called “signal-based charging”. In [61], a signal-based charging decentralised
strategy with real-time operation capacity and focused on the valley filling service is presented.
In recent years, Demand Side Management (DSM) is gaining prominence because of the
organisation of energy markets in time intervals with variable prices. This tariff system of the
electricity market can be considered when establishing a charging strategy, known as “price-based
charging”. This is the case in [68], where a day-ahead time-power-varying pricing scheme indirectly
coordinates an overall effect of valley filling, maintaining the independent self-determination of
each EV.
Connecting multiple EVs demanding active power on the same bus can generate large voltage
drops due to the large R/X ratio of the distribution system (close to 1 [72]) as given in Equation (1).
∆V =
P·R+Q·X
V2
, (1)
where ∆V is the voltage drop; P and Q are the active and reactive power injected (negative for
consumed), respectively; R and X are the impedance in the point of common coupling; and V is the
voltage in the point of common coupling.
As a solution, the so-called voltage droop charging control is widely known, and is used in [65,69].
This method adjusts the charging power based on the voltage of the node (Figure 5a).
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The improvement obtained with this method depends on the number of vehicles working together.
The authors showed that this method in combination with a local or global optimisation strategy can
reduce the impact of EVs on the voltage profile. A variation of this method for frequency regulation is
graphed in Figure 5b, and is explained in more detail below.
Centralised
Creating an entity with the intelligence to control the charging of EVs is the so-called centralised
control. It can be split into several concepts based on the location of the control intelligence. The most
common locations are aggregator, DSO and multi-agent.
(1) Aggregator-Based
The centralised control in the most local form is given by a device or entity able to decide on one
or a series of vehicles. This entity is commonly known as “Aggregator” and aims to bring together
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several vehicles from users with common interests and mediate with system operators (DSO, TSO, ISO,
etc.). Generally, the centralised control via aggregator seeks the objective of reducing charging costs or
the price for end users. Table 6 shows a classification of the literature analysed based on Aggregator
based charging.
Figure 6 shows a general scheme of the operation of an algorithm located in the aggregator,
although in markets where the vertical integration of several companies is possible (retailer, DSO, etc.),
they correspond to only one [83].
The aggregator can combine different functions depending on the number of vehicles they work
with. If this number is high, the aggregator can act as retailer, participating in energy auctions to
offer the lowest price to its customers. In [85], this case is analysed for Level 1 and Level 2 chargers
corresponding to a residential area or a commercial fleet where there is no interest in the participation
in ancillary services. Two algorithms are presented, the first one concerning the purchase of energy
based on an estimation, and the second one concerning to its provision to end users. For the case in
which customers decide to participate in the maintenance of power supply quality, the authors of [86]
presented an algorithm with three variants where the charging power varies considering different grid
parameters, resulting in benefits for all parties concerned. These benefits are low charging price for
users, the economic profit for the aggregator, the minimum degradation of the battery when subjected
to fewer processes, and the participation in ancillary services.
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Figure 6. Example of aggregator-based charging strategy.
I l o er sti c i , t t ll i ll c t l r
o e Energy Management System (HEMS) [62,88,9 ]. This device aims to collect the demand profiles
both inherent to a home and the EVs charging. With this informatio , it is possible to de ign a charging
plan suited to each user, not only meeting its sp cification or requirements, b t also achieving a
flatteni of the demand curv of the home as a whole. This concept can be extrapolated to a seri s
of homes being controlled by the same d vice under a global energy control strategy, with better
results and less installation costs. The authors of [98] proposed a charging strate y b sed solely on the
instanta eous price of electricity under a congestion pricing regulation, because of the limited existing
communication i fr structures. In the case that the user needs to charge his vehicl as soon as po sible,
it will become a critical load and will not participate in the incentive program [88].
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Table 6. Classification of the literature on aggregator-based strategies.
Interest Objective Considerations
Aggregator [78–82] OptPrice [52,53,78,80,82–92]
Grid
Current and Voltage
limits [53,83,86,88,90,92,93]
DSO [84,92–96] OptLosses [53,84,93] Transformer limits [52,87,90,93]
Several stakeholders [53,62,83,87,88,97] Load Flattening Valley filling [83,84,95]
Battery
SOC [52,80–82,84,88,91,94,96,97]
Load Shifting [78,88,89,93,96] Reaching desired SOC [78,79,86,91,92,95,97]
Peak Saving [62] Battery constraints [83]
Battery degradation [78]
OptQual
Market
Day ahead Prices [85,86,89,92]
Voltage regulation [52] Real Time prices [81,89]
Load Factor [96] Capacity prices [80,88,93,96,98]
Active power [52,94] Population Homogeneous [81,90,91,95,96]
Heterogeneous [52,53,83,84,86–88,92,93,97]
Method Software Solver/Tools Validation
Convex program [52,86] MATLAB [53,78,80,86,88,89,92,93] GAMS [52] Simulation [52,62,78–82,85,87,89–91,93,95–98]
Nash Certainly Equivalence
(NCE) [62] CPLEX [52,78,80,83]
Trusted/Applied
Simulation [53,84,88,92,94]
Linear programming [52,85] CVX [86,89]
Iterative Quadratic programming [83,92,95] NSGA-II [94]
Backward-forward method [84] CONOPT [52]
Flexibility Envelope [91]
Maximum Sensitivities
Optimisation [53]
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [84,87,94]
Particle Swarm Optimisation
(PSO) [84,87,90]
Differential Evolution (DE) [87]
Ageist Spider Monkey
Optimisation (ASMO) [87]
Dynamic Programming [82]
Game theory [62]
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In [81], the economic differences between four typical strategies are analysed: cheapest (recharging
in period when mean electricity price is the lowest), cheapest starting (start the recharging when
electricity price is the lowest), low cost (recharging when off-peak period begins) and last period
(charging as late as possible). For domestic charging in Mode 1, the “cheapest starting” method is
discarded because it fails to ensure the final SOC requirement, being “last period” the one offering the
best results for nocturnal charging. The authors of [78] exposed a charging control based on events.
These events can be requests for new charging, user preference updates or DSO signals (concerning
the status of the network). The advantage of this strategy is that the system is able to foresee an
estimated price, based on the desired charging characteristics. They considered the aging of the
battery, only relating it to the number of charging activations. The results show a proper operation by
modifying the parameters in each time window.
Time of Use Tariff is one of the most used market systems in which the electric vehicle can be
integrated. This system decomposes the day into a series of intervals, usually three (peak, shoulder
and off-peak), assigning a different price to each one. In [93], a procedure is proposed where vehicles
are classified according to the charging priority, assuming higher prices at higher priority. This control
allows a lower variation of the voltages in the nodes and transmission losses across the network.
Optimisation in two stages under the same market system is proposed in [80], the first in economic
and the second in quality of supply terms, resulting in a valley filling up to 28.2%.
Collective car parks are locations of great interest because of the many vehicles parked in them.
Their management in a centralised manner allows acting more effectively towards a common objective.
In [90], an optimisation strategy based on the Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) method is proposed,
since it presents the best results in just 4 s for 100 EVs. However, the proposal in [97] is based on
rectangle placement, or temporary division slots method, defining the charging schedule flexibility of
each vehicle depending on its arrival and departure time. The charger can vary its voltage among
Levels 1, 2 and 3 to flatten the demand curve, i.e., to reduce the load variation. In [82], a dynamic
programming optimisation in two stages is performed: first, the calculation of the cost in the current
period and then a short-term electricity price estimation for the next interval.
In addition to domestic charging and parking lots, service stations are another important core.
These stations are strategically located according to the power grid configuration and the geographical
location. They allow high power charging for users requiring large autonomy in a short time.
These stations can be supported by RES supplying part of the energy needed [89,91]. In [91], a system
based on Flexibility Envelope is presented for a charging station that combines photovoltaic (PV)
generation, battery storage and grid connection. The parameters are adjusted according to the SOC of
the battery, resulting in greater profits for the station and less impact on the network.
There are other charging methods in addition to the wired ones. One of them is the exchange of
the depleted battery by a full-charged one, called Battery Swapping. This method has the advantage of
needing much less time for its operation, allowing the user to have his vehicle back fully functional in
minutes. Thus, creating service stations for this purpose also means a business line. A specific strategy
for charging batteries in such stations is proposed in [84]. The authors used a hybridisation of a
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and PSO to optimise energy losses and operation costs. As restrictions, voltage
deviations and the maximum power under a dynamic market price regulation are set. It concludes
with a promising vision, especially when combining with RES and a communications system that
allows participating in regulatory markets. Such a combination of stations with RES appears in [89],
which consists of a two-stage planning: a day ahead forecast of the renewable generation and the
supply of the energy. The algorithm manages the system in real time considering the price difference
by the Sample Average Approximation (SAA) method.
(2) DSO-Based
Charging strategies can also be controlled directly or indirectly by each distribution company,
generally with the goal of improving the power quality. This centralisation aided by fast chargers
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has demonstrated the ability to flatten the load profile in the UK [99]. However, the authors did not
consider the technical impact in the network or the effects on the voltage profile.
Table 7 shows a classification of the literature analysed based on DSO-based charging. Many of
them seeks to optimise the cost of electricity [100–102], but there are also some strategies aiming at
optimising the quality of supply [99–105] and reducing losses on the network [104].
The simplest control is given by price signals (Figure 7). In this type of control, vehicles would
perform their charging when the price of electricity is low, usually at dawn. However, many vehicles
would cause power quality problems due to the new peak demand [101]. Besides, the strategy,
formulated as a function of the market price and the transformer load to which they are connected,
shows good operability. A similar analysis is carried out in [106], concluding with a continuous price
modification proposal based on the capacity available.
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Based on the premise that reducing losses entails improving voltage profile, in [104], a stra egy is
studie whic minim ses the load vari tion a d increas s the load factor at the same time, based on
Monte Carlo method. It is shown that, if the distribution system corresponds to a single feeder with all
the lo ds connected to its final end, the relationship be ween loss s, load factor and lo d variation is
exact. Although it is not the case for most application , it is a good approximation for a gre t number
of them.
In [10 ], an iterative optimisation to reduc the charging cost is performed. Thus, in each iteration,
th next tim i terval is planned considering the volta e limits nd the electricity price at each hour.
Note that, since the di tribution system is an unbalanced system, it is important to c nsider an affine
load flow.
The authors of [102] introduced an alternative to the valley fill ng to reduce operating costs and to
improve th reliability of the network. Thus, through flexibl planning and simulations on a New York
network, the au ors achieved up to 16% energy cost reduc ion, 9% higher than with valley filling,
for a specific proportion of Level 1 and Level 2 chargers.
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Table 7. Classification of the literature on DSO-based strategies.
Interest Objective Considerations
OptPrice [100–102]
Grid
Current and Voltage limits [72,100,103]
DSO [51,72,99,102–105] OptLosses [72,104] Transformer limits [100,101]
Several stakeholders [100,101,106] Load Flattening Valley filling [99,102] Battery SOC [99–101,103,106]
Load Shifting [99,103,104] Reaching desired SOC [99,100,104,106]
OptQual
Frequency Regulation [105]
Market
Day ahead Prices [102]
Voltage regulation [103,105] Real Time prices [101,102]
Load Factor [99,104] Capacity prices [101,106]
Active power [105] Population Homogeneous [100,103]
Reactive Power [105] Heterogeneous [101,104,106]
Method Software Solver/Tools Validation
Convex program [104,105] MATLAB [99,100,102,104,106] GAMS [106] Simulation [99,102,104]
Linear programming [100] Power Factory [101] CPLEX [106] Trusted/Applied Simulation [100,101,103–105]
Iterative Quadratic programming [99,104] CVX [103,104]
Dynamic Programming [51] fmincon [100]
Artificial Immune System [72] MATPOWER [102]
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(3) Multi-Agent-Based
Depending on the network topology, a multi-agent decision system is also possible. In multi-agent
systems, charging decisions do not depend on a single entity, but are conditioned to the agreement of
several entities through a communications system. Therefore, these strategies are more appropriate
to be implemented in Smart Grids (SG). The entities are commonly associated with two operators at
different levels, where the lower level seeks to carry out the charging as efficiently as possible and the
higher level seeks the efficiency improvement of the whole system. Despite being a complex operation,
it is very promising when the network allows its application. Table 8 shows a classification of the
literature analysed based on multi-agent charging.
In [63], a strategy with experimental validation based on multi-agent concept is presented.
In normal operation, a collaboration between the DSO, coordinator, aggregator and every EV allows
charging with the following procedure: each electric vehicle sends status information (current SOC,
desired SOC, desired charging period, etc.) to the aggregator, which collects all the information and
compares it with the market prices aiming at lowering the cost. In the case of emergency defined
by contingencies occurrence (overload, undervoltage, etc.), the DSO, which is constantly monitoring
the network, sends a Shedding signal to the coordinator, which is redirected to the affected aggregator.
Figure 8 shows a general scheme of the operation of this multi-agent algorithm.Energies 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW    21  of  38 
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The proposal in [109] consists in the creation of a series of agents representing each typology
of elements and negotiations among them, based on the interests of each one. In the case of EVs,
each affected transformer, informing of the available capacity and arriving at a common agreement,
would authorise charging operations. Thus, although the agents are independent from each other,
their objectives are not independent under coordination. The results show a more conservative
tendency compared to GAs, but with the advantage of needing fewer data.
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Table 8. Classification of the literature on multi-agent strategies.
Interest Objective Considerations
OptPrice [63,107,108]
Grid
Current and Voltage limits [63,107]
DSO [109] OptLosses [63] Transformer limits [63]
Several stakeholders [63,107,108] Load Flattening Valley filling Battery SOC [107]
Load Shifting [63]
Market
Day ahead Prices [63,108]
OptQual Active power [107] Real Time prices [107]
Reactive Power [107] Population Homogeneous [63,107–109]
Method Software Solver/Tools Validation
MATLAB [107] GAMS [107] Simulation [63,108,109]
Linear programming [108,109] PSS/E [108] CPLEX [63] Trusted/AppliedSimulation [107]
JAVA [58,66] KNITRO [107]
Python [108]
LINGO [108]
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3.2. Bidirectional
The bidirectional charging concept refers to a power flow that can be given from the grid to the
vehicle, used to charge its batteries, or given from the vehicle to another entity (grid, building, home,
etc.). Figure 9 shows a classification of bidirectional charging strategies analysed according to their
location and possibilities.
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In this section, the three main approaches are explained: Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), Vehicle-to-Building
(V2B) and Vehicle-to-Home (V2H). Table 9 summarises their advantages and drawbacks.
Table 9. Advantages and drawbacks of different bidirectional approaches.
Approach Advantages Drawbacks
V2G
Operation at large scale
Ancillary services supply
Electricity market participation
Large scale RES Integration
New business model opportunity
Complex operation
Complex prediction of EV demand
Large communication infrastructure required
User preferences to be considered
Lack of regulatory framework
Battery degradation
Standards needed to be developed
V2B
DER improvement
DS improvement
Electricity bill lowering capability
Backup power
Easy EV demand prediction
Low investment
Medium difficulty operation
Poor market integration
User preferences to be considered
Battery degradation
V2H
DS improvement
Backup power
Electricity bill lowering capability
Easy implementation
Very low investment
Low communication infrastructure required
Local RES integration
Isolated houses energy provision
Only compatible with single family home
Large scale opportunity loss
Battery degradation
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3.2.1. Vehicle-To-Grid (V2G)
The Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) concept allows temporary discharge of the batteries installed in EVs,
thus providing stored energy for power grid regulation purposes. There are many ways to perform
this contribution, as shown in Figure 7 [56,71,73–77,110–138]. Some studies support the remuneration
of this concept as an alternative to economic incentives to promote the purchasing of EVs [115]. In this
concept, the aggregator has a predominant role, since joining the interests of many vehicles allows
exploring new forms of business, such as providing ancillary services [73].
Proper management of the energy flows to and from the batteries of the EVs could make this
technology competitive. In this context, the Net Present Value (NPV) of EVs could be slightly higher
than those of gasoline ($23,779 vs. $22,842) with a 4-kW domestic bidirectional charger [115].
In this sense, the available capacity in a battery is a key factor for the provision of ancillary services, but
the power is even more important, which is mainly limited by the charger. The income of the aggregator is
proportional to the power, since the supply market is based on power, instead of energy [116].
Several regulation services can be found on the market, being the frequency and voltage regulation
the most relevant for EVs.
(1) Frequency Regulation
Frequency regulation is one of the most critical and extended ancillary services with regard to
collaboration between EVs and markets. In search of stability, deviations in the grid frequency can be
corrected by varying the power generation or consumption. Traditionally, generators coupled to the
network (spinning reserve) have been responsible for this regulation, assuming greater contamination
and degradation of equipment [117]. Unlike the sale of electric power that is billed by the amount of
energy, the provision of frequency regulation is remunerated based on available installed power [118].
The classical frequency regulation system called droop method is widely explained in [77],
as represented in Figure 5b. The “adaptive droop method” is a proposed decentralised methodology
in which the offset is modified to create a state called Battery State Holder (BSH), transferring the dead
nand to the abscissa axis. Thus, depending on the value of the offset, the charging droop will be greater
than or equal to that of the discharging. Two other variations are presented in [75], which are tested by
means of a droop mode controller and a PI controller coupled to a high pass filter to avoid undesirable
responses against stationary frequency fluctuations. This second variation can substitute 80% of the
frequency regulation by the traditional generators for the case of study.
In [119], an operation strategy with frequency regulation is provided, in which a symmetric
charging/discharging is established during the regulation mode, so that the SOC of the batteries is not
affected. Due to the lack of regulation about V2G, the authors used a series of random prices based on
Markov models. The results reflect an increase in global benefits. A similar study is conducted in [118].
The authors of [120] used a priority policy commonly called Early Deadline First (EDF) where
the vehicle with the least available time for charging has highest priority. In turn, during the parked
time, there are four modes of operation: immediate charging, charging when there is available power,
charging with price limit and charging with provision of frequency regulation. Although the simulation
example considers the joint operation of several homes, the methodology is proposed to be used with
HEMS and aims to be upgraded to a decentralised or multi-agent strategy.
In [121], the authors established a compromise between the final SOC and the economic income
due to the frequency regulation service. Even though the final SOC is unpredictable, it is ensured to be
sufficient to complete the next trip. This relationship is established by using weighting functions and
built-in linear programming. The regulation is also discriminated between ramp up and ramp down.
A strategy based on the coordination of several agents is presented in [73]. Since each aggregator
will cover a large area, the creation of different entities depending on the number of vehicles to
be controlled is proposed. These entities are based on a controller called Micro Grid Aggregation
Unit (MGAU) for every 400 vehicles located in the MV/LV transformation centres and a Central
Aggregation Unit (CAU) located in the HV/MV transformation centres for every 20,000 vehicles.
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For large consumption points such as shopping centres, they recommend feeding the EVs directly from
the MV network. As in unidirectional mode, the DSO can interrupt charging in the case of abnormal
system operation, while the frequency regulation is based on droop method.
Recent publications (e.g., [117]) try to look beyond the droop method by proposing different
objectives that can be covered within the frequency regulation, namely: minimisation of network
frequency deviations, maximising the V2G contribution respecting the preferences of the user,
an optimal vehicle charging and discharging program, minimising battery degradation and maximising
user retribution. The authors designed these goals in a Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) environment assuming a communication system between aggregators. The results show
an improvement in the regulation signals compared to droop method, as well as a lower degradation
of batteries as long as the charging and discharging limits are respected.
Regarding the integration of RES, in [74], a decentralised droop mode controller similar to the
aforementioned is used to complement their intermittency in weak networks. Consequently, the power
quality is significantly improved and the connection of more RES without violating the established
bounds is allowed [74]. Additionally, these RES can operate at the Maximum Power Point (MPP) [122].
The frequency stabilising effect that EVs can have enables the creation of Virtual Power Plants
(VPPs), as shown in [76]. VPPs encompass a series of generators and/or storage systems, of a single
or a combination of several technologies, under the same electric entity without the need of being
located in the same geographical location. Thus, a wind farm can provide an energy amount of higher
quality despite the weather fluctuations, for example. Although the regulations of each country are
different, a minimum power requirement for participation in ancillary markets is commonly established
(e.g., 2 MW in UK) [123]. Obviously, a single vehicle or a small group of them is not enough to overcome
this requirement, but it could be feasible for a VPP formed by many aggregators.
(2) Active/Reactive Power for Voltage Regulation
Power injection by EVs has a stabilising effect, which may also help raise the voltage of the
overloaded nodes, as follows from Equation (1). In addition, voltage can also be reduced by
implementing fuzzy logic controllers [124].
As previously explained, large car parks are more likely to cause problems in the voltage. In [71],
an example of optimisation for this application is described, where a prediction unit and a two-stage
optimisation unit are responsible for avoiding the violation of the technical limits of the network.
The particularity of this research work is the use of the Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) concept, i.e., the battery
discharging is only carried out if there is another vehicle with higher priority to which the energy is
directed, and the absorption of energy from the network would violate technical limits. This way,
the accelerated degradation of batteries is reduced, since there are no incentives.
The charging of EVs can take place in any of the four P—Q quadrants. This characteristic is used
in [125] to compensate the voltage drops produced by the simultaneous consumption of active power
and the injection of reactive power. This operation could benefit the user by lowering the cost of
charging under a dynamic pricing system.
(3) Load Profile
The effect that proper management of charging can have on the load profile is very promising.
Most of the strategies analysed consider the concept of valley filling either implicitly or explicitly.
However, in conjunction with Demand Side Management (DSM), V2G is also able to flatten the demand
curve to an average value, by responding as generators in peak demands [126,127].
(4) Spinning Reserve
While uncontrolled charging should be avoided, smart charging (with or without V2G or ancillary
services) reduces the cost of system operation and allows integration of more RES. Shifting responsibility
regulations from traditional units to EVs allows the exploitation of generation sources at the point of
maximum efficiency, leading to economic and environmental benefits [128].
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In [129], the authors presented a strategy framed in stochastic programming for parking lots with
RES, which can provide ancillary services and considers the spinning reserve. The optimisation is
carried out in two simultaneous parts: the day ahead and the collaboration with the DSO. The authors
concluded that greater benefits are obtained in the participation of ancillary services when considering
wind generation, although photovoltaics provide greater benefits in the energy markets.
3.2.2. Vehicle-to-Building (V2B)
The Vehicle-to-Building concept combines local (usually renewable) generation technologies and
storage systems (including EVs). It was introduced in 2008 as a variant of V2G to flatten the demand
curve of a building by applying DSM, and thus optimising energy consumption. This is possible by
applying the optimal management of buildings and considering a fleet of vehicles such as offices or
car-rental companies.
The authors of [130] applied this concept to their university campus considering all economic
factors in billing. Vehicles are charged for free, but they can be used for the campus electrical system
regulation, and sometimes for consumption. Three types of vehicles and real consumption data are
considered. As results, maximum power, variation of cumulative power, variation in billing and user
benefits are given, showing divergences for each type of vehicle. As general conclusion, an economic
benefit when raising power supply and managing energy flows is found.
In [131], two application cases of this concept are proposed: centralised and decentralised.
The authors established the optimisation as the minimum Euclidean distance between the instantaneous
energy demand of the system and the average demand. The centralised approach requires the disclosure
of specific vehicle data and its users, which may constitute a failure of privacy, so that the decentralised
approach based on game theory is promoted.
In the example in [132], an average office building is considered with photovoltaic energy
contribution, electrical and thermal storage, and a series of electrical and thermal loads. The resolution
method seeks the Pareto Frontier between the cost of vehicles charging and building energy cost.
A similar example is given in [133], where the degradation of the storage system of the building is
considered. The building corresponds to an office building in Los Angeles and the vehicles are charged
“as soon as possible”. The results show a reduction in total costs up to 7.2%.
In [134], the authors proposed a four-stage strategy for a commercial complex, which comprises a
service station, a storage system and photovoltaic generation. The electrical demand of the building is
covered with photovoltaic generation, and Demand Response (DR) is applied. The different stages of
optimisation range from the forecast of generation and demand on day-ahead to the operation in real
time through data updates at certain moments.
3.2.3. Vehicle-To-Home (V2H)
Vehicle-to-Home technology is very similar to V2B since it also combines local (usually renewable)
generation technologies and storage (including EVs) to flatten the demand curve. Thus, the EVs act
as generators at certain times, delivering power to the home temporarily, or in emergency situations.
As driving energetic demand is much greater than the domestic one, it does not suppose a sizing problem.
An example is developed in [135] where the objective is to reduce the total energy cost, considering
the difference of the energy bought and the sale of the generated energy from PV, the prices, and the
capacity of DR, using as storage the battery of the vehicle. The authors of [136], however, focused
the optimisation on not consuming energy from the grid at peak periods and on complementing the
domestic battery with that integrated in the vehicle.
In [137], an innovative concept called Vehicle-to-Neighbour (V2N) is shown. In this sense,
a residential neighbourhood management system is formulated where the concepts V2H at the local
level, V2N at the level of urbanisation and V2G at a global level are carried out. Thus, apart from
the known concepts, the possibility of sharing energy between neighbours at a lower cost at certain
moments also exists.
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Extreme weather caused by climate change and with the local difficulties of some population areas
are causing the electricity network to suffer a greater number of blackouts. During these blackouts,
EVs can feed domestic loads for a specified period, by acting as emergency generators. In these cases,
they are responsible not only for contributing, but also for maintaining an active electrical network with
full responsibility for regulating frequency and voltage. In [138], the authors proposed a regulation
scheme for these cases based on V2H, considering PHEVs that use an ICE as electrical generators.
Initially, it is proposed to provide service to a single household and it is aimed at maximising the energy
supplying time. After that, they extrapolated it to a neighbourhood together with PV generation,
although no real-time control is specified.
4. Impact on Batteries and Associated Recharging Methodologies
Batteries are the core of an electric vehicle, besides the electrical machine. Thus, their behaviour
over time has vital relevance for both technical and economic performance results. Therefore, modelling
the behaviour and correct representation of relevant phenomena involved are essential.
In [139], the authors developed an advisory model that compares the level of battery development
(specific energy and specific power) and charging level. Thus, it is analysed if major advances in technology
allowing greater capacity, and therefore autonomy, would have substantial advantages. The results for the
cases chosen by the authors show a greater profitability in the use of fast charging in current batteries.
While users prefer complete charging as frequently as possible accelerating the process of
degradation, charging as late as possible tends to minimise the degradation process [140].
4.1. In-Battery Phenomena Modelling
The State of Health (SOH) of a battery quantifies the reduction of the properties of the battery
with respect to its original state, this reduction being referred to as degradation. The irreversible
degradation of batteries is made up of two fundamental factors: aging due to the consumed lifetime
(calendar aging) and due to cycles of use (cycling aging) [140,141]. Table 10 shows the main causes
of degradation in a battery. A battery pack has to be replaced when it loses 20–30% of its original
storage capacity and drivers needs cannot be met. Once the batteries have reached their End of Life
(EoL) to be used in EVs, they can be used in large-scale storage systems or as a backup system in DC
chargers since they still have 70–80% of their original capacity [142]. It is known that these two factors:
(i) increase the internal resistance and thus reducie the available power (power fading); and (ii) reduce
the storage capacity (capacity fading) [140,143]. Lithium-ion batteries used in BEV traction should
have 5–10 years of lifetime and support 1000–2000 cycles [143].
Table 10. Degradation mechanisms in a Li-Ion battery.
Simulation Concept Degradation Driver Degradation Mechanism Result
Cathode Anode Power Fade Capacity Fade
Calendar aging (~t2)
Surface Phase Change Temperature X
Precipitation of Phases Temperature, SOC X
Loss of Active Material Temperature, SOC X
Dissolution of Species Temperature, SOC X
Binder Decomposition SOC Temperature, SOC X (Cathode) X (Anode)
SEI Growth Temperature, SOC X X
SEI Dissolution Temperature X
Crystal Disorder SOC X
Current Collector Corrosion SOC X
Cycling aging (Ah)
Lithium Plating Temperature, C-Rate X X
Intercalation Gradients Temperature, C-Rate X
Mechanical failure DOD C-Rate, SOC, DOD X X
High relevance mechanisms are written in red, lower relevance mechanisms are written in blue.
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The main factors of battery degradation are the temperature, the time, the DoD and the discharge
ratio, being the temperature the most relevant. The temperature is influenced by solar radiation,
the charge/discharge ratio, the cooling management system (if any), etc., while the DoD is only affected
by the use that the driver requires from the battery (travel distance, frequency, driving habits, etc.).
It is important to consider the calendar aging in the batteries of an electric vehicle since the vehicles
remain parked 96% of the time [144]. The degradation due to consumed lifetime (calendar aging) is
greater at the beginning and decreases as time passes according to Equation (2).
Dcalendar = f ·e−Ea/RT·tβ, (2)
whereDcalendar is the degradation in percentage [%]; f is the pre-exponential factor, which is 14,876 day1/2;
Ea is the activation energy, which is 24.5 [kJ·mol−1]; R is the gas constant, which is 8.314 [J·mol−1·K−1];
T is the absolute temperature in [K]; t is the time in days; and β corresponds to 1/2 when SEI (Solid
Electrolyte Interphase) growth is the dominant ageing mechanism [141,145].
Calendar aging is due to the inevitable decomposition of the compounds present in each cell,
specifically to the deposition of lithium ions [33], and depends on the SOC but mostly on the
temperature [140,141]. The SOC is related to the voltage of each cell through the open circuit voltage
curve, while the relationship between temperature and degradation follows the Arrhenius law [140].
The degradation due to cycling aging only occurs with the use of the batteries and depends mostly
on the DoD and the SOC range in which it operates, as well as the charge/discharge current ratio [140].
Equation (3) is usually used to represent this phenomenon.
Dcycling = B1·eB2·Irate ·Ah,
B1 = a·T2 + b·T+ c,
B2 = d·T+ e,
(3)
where Dcycling is the degradation in percentage [%]; a = 8.89·10−6 [Ah−1 K−2]; b = −0.0053 [Ah−1 K−1];
c = 0.7871 [Ah−1]; d = −0.0067 [Ah−1 K−1]; e = 2.35 [Ah−1]; Irate is the charge/discharge rate expressed
as a C-rate; and Ah is the Ah-throughput (which is expressed as Ah = (cycle number) × (DOD) × (full
cell capacity)) [145].
It has been demonstrated that small cycles, approximately 20%, around an average SOC
(50% approximately) are much more beneficial than deep cycles. Large variations of the SOC
cause the Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) layer to grow and can damage the cathodic material, leading
to a power loss [143]. Specifically, for the case of V2G, DoDs lower than 60% are recommended, with a
SOC range of 30–90% [23].
The effect of cycle aging is studied in [146]. The study is based on fifty registered cycles of
different drivers, which are classified into three categories according to their behaviour: aggressive,
mild and gentle. The simulations encompass different cases, considering L1 and L2 chargers as well as
frequency regulation, peak shaving and integration of RES acting as storage systems. As a result, it is
found that the batteries of the aggressive conductors degrade on average between 23.5% and 38.9%
more than the other two categories, and the uncontrolled charging increase the degradation by 15.8%.
Additionally, an active thermal management system is recommended, which, depending on the local
climate, has more or less influence [143,146].
Temperature is one of the three main parameters of the variation of performance between cells.
This variation must be as small as possible because the overall performance of the battery is conditioned
by cells with increased degradation. Specifically, it is recommended to maintain the temperature
difference among cells of a battery pack below 8 ◦C. The other two parameters of greatest influence
are the Coulombic efficiency and the self-discharge rate, which are defined by the construction
process [147].
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4.2. V2X Services Provision Consequences in Battery Degradation
The study conducted in [141] shows that uncontrolled charging (G2V) would cause a 31% loss of
capacity after ten years, regardless of the type of charger (a L2 charger would have minimal effects
compared to an L1 charger). However, when incorporating V2G services, higher degradation is
observed. Specifically, after ten years, the degradation increases to 45% with L2 chargers that should
provide daily peak shaving services. Nevertheless, it has to be highlighted that this service is usually
needed up to 20 times a year. The frequency regulation service would suppose a degradation of
35.03% and 42.56% for L1 and L2 chargers, respectively. The average degradation by frequency
regulation services is 0.0010–0.0023% per event depending on the level of the charger, which would
cost $0.2–0.46 per event. Helping to mitigate the fluctuations produced by the integration of RES
involve capacity losses of 0.0059–0.013% per service. Considering 20 events per year (over ten years),
this represents an extra loss of 1.18–2.60% and a cost of $1.18–2.60 per day. These results are collected
in Table 11.
Table 11. Degradation of the battery after ten years depending on service and charger level [141].
Approach L1 L2
G2V Uncontrolled charging 31.41%
V2G
Peak shaving 36% 45%
Frequency Regulation 35.03% 42.56%
Net load shaping 32.59% 34.01%
The results above show the profitability of V2G services, with the exception of net load shaping,
since it requires constant charge/discharge. Assuming 30% as the EOL of the battery, the provision of
V2G services supposes a reduction of the time of life of 0.25 years due to peak load shaving, 0.19 years
due to frequency regulation and 0.51 years due to net load shaving [141].
The previous results are similar to the aforementioned analysis in [146], where there are no great
differences between L1 and L2 charges, and the degradation produced by the peak load saving service
is more pronounced than the frequency regulation due to the greater DOD. However, frequency
regulation produces higher capacity fade slope. Regarding the integration of RES, the use of EV
batteries as storage for photovoltaic generation leads to a degradation of 37%.
In [148], the authors concluded that the cost derived from the degradation of the batteries should
be reduced by an order of 10 to be profitable for load shifting. The cost of ageing would have to be
about five times less if battery costs were halved.
Regarding battery degradation, some differences between PHEVs and BEVs have been observed.
In this sense, degradation in PHEVs is highly dependent on battery capacity, while BEVs show a higher
dependency to DoD when providing ancillary services, apart from the energy throughput [149].
Currently, several chemistries are available within Li-Ion technology, of which Lithium-Cobal-
Oxide (LCO), Lithium-Iron-Phosphate (LFP), Lithium-Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt (NMC) and Lithium-
Nickel-Cobalt-Aluminium-Oxide (NCA) are the best known. LFP represents high power batteries,
which seem to be more suitable for V2G, whereas NMC and NCA are the best choice for driving-only
EV applications due to their high energy density characteristic. In Reference [150], after testing NCA
and LFP cells under several conditions, the following conclusions are obtained:
• LFP and NCA cell degradation rates are similar for frequency regulation.
• NCA shows better performance in frequency regulation.
• LFP shows better performance in peak shaving, less calendar aging and higher round-trip
Efficiency (discharge energy/charge energy ratio).
• Cell resistance evolution is lineal in NCA, but parabolic in LFP.
The effects of combining a realistic driving schedule with mimicking afternoon V2G service in
LFP cells are studied in [151]. This study supports the difference standing among chemistries, and its
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results show that DoD is not of high relevance in the cells tested up to 3C. The main conclusion is that
driving can be more harmful than slow constant V2G. Since V2G is not usually given in a constant way,
further research is encouraged.
4.3. Battery Degradation Considering Strategies
There are various research works in this field (e.g., [152]). In this study, an algorithm aimed at
minimising batteries aging derived from V2G services is developed. The aging model is based on
two years of experimental data, and is validated with realistic cycles. The results show that, with a
proper control, V2G services can even extend the life of batteries in collaboration with the SG and
Battery Management System (BMS), reducing by 9.1% and 12.1% the capacity fade and the power
fade, respectively.
In addition, based on experimental data, in [153], the authors characterised a series of batteries
differentiating the degradation mechanism depending on different factors (number of charging times,
room temperature, if V2G exists, etc.). In their experience, most frequently charging slightly reduces
the calendar aging, possibly with a lower cycling ratio. However, V2G services has a greater influence
on reducing battery life, up to five years in the case it runs on the two daily peaks of demand, with a
75% of degradation and a resistance increase of 10%. Therefore, the authors concluded by highlighting
the relevance of incentives for the promotion of this service and that, in hot climates, it is best to charge
as late as possible and not to leave the battery fully charged.
A short but exhaustive review of the two previous papers is presented in [154], which highlights
the differences in results despite the apparent similarity of the hypotheses used, as well as the factors
not taken into account. On the other hand, the lack of existing regulation related to the subject is
claimed, showing the uncertainty of V2G despite the commitments acquired regarding the integration
of RES and its compatibility. In turn, and due to the close relationship between the viability of the V2G
and the degradation of batteries, further research is encouraged in this area.
Based on the objective of an optimal control of the battery temperature, the authors of [155]
designed a charging strategy and compared it with the widely used CC-CV method. This procedure is
applied to different charging times and considers the climatic and environmental conditions. The results
are very similar for fast charging, but, as charging rate decreases, the improvement is more noticeable.
In [156], a charging strategy is presented with the aim of reducing the total operational cost
through nonlinear programming. It considers the effect of calendar aging but not cycling aging.
By using the last period strategy in each price step to reduce the temperature of the battery or the
average SOC, a cost reduction of up to 73% is achieved. The same authors presented a similar study
in [157]. Moreover, charging as late as possible also enables the reduction of CO2 emissions. This
reduction is increased when the participation of renewables in the mix is increased [158].
Another study aimed at reducing operational costs while reducing the degradation produced
by different chargers in a Battery Swapping Station is presented in [156]. The authors performed a
comparative analysis of three different techniques: Particle Swarm Operation (PSO), Varying Population
Genetic Algorithm (VPGA) and Varying Population Differential Evolution (VPDE).
5. Research Gap and Further Research Proposal
After analysing the existing literature, certain deficiencies to be met have been detected, which are
exposed in this section.
Most of the recharging methodologies presented analyse the impact of vehicles on the electrical
system in one or several terms, either in energy or technical aspects. Prior to the definition of the
objectives to be achieved, an analysis of the network in terms of strength, sensitivity of parameters and
disturbances should be performed. Thus, it would be possible to determine the services that would
provide greater benefit to the network. In this sense, it is not possible to assure that a regulation service
is the best for all networks.
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Many other papers are aimed at reducing the degradation produced in the batteries according
to the provision of a specific service. The degradation analysis must be deep enough to contemplate
all the consequences of the relevant phenomena. Although the chemical models are more accurate,
they add excessive complexity. Thus, it is concluded that a sufficiently detailed thermo-electrical model
is needed, including variables such as temperature and instantaneous current to provide results with
sufficient accuracy and veracity while computational costs are reduced. This way, the development of
optimisation methodologies that would allow an active thermal management, responsible for a large
potential in system efficiency improvement, could be carried out.
Finally, although there is much research work done in both fields, no methodology analysed
establishes an objective function considering both factors, grid and batteries, in search of an overall
optimisation of the system. This issue is important since, in attempting to improve the power quality
of the network, the degradation induced to the batteries can make the operation economically or
technically unprofitable. In this sense, none of the research works analysed considers a recharging
methodology that optimises the operation of a large-scale power system considering techno-economical
aspects in a coupled manner, such as battery degradation, losses given in the grid, frequency and
voltage stabilisation, peak shaving, etc. This proposed optimisation methodology could consider a
dynamically weighed objective function, in which the different weights could be established according
to predicted operation patters and restrictions, and updated in real-time according to the needs of the
end user, the technical restrictions given at each moment, and all the economic aspects involved.
In short, a methodology that would allow designing a specific charging protocol considering the
needs of each network and the batteries health, and that would allow maximising the incomings of
all parts involved (end user, DSO, ISO, etc.), is required. Great applicability of this concept can be
found, such as domestic collective car parks. The choice of the control strategy is of great relevance.
While decentralised methods offer greater scalability and data privacy, they are more limited. On the
other hand, centralised methods require communication for optimised management. This relationship
is an impediment, as the current power system does not have a communications layer of such
magnitude. However, an opportunity for its development is detected.
It is known that power electronics, such as converters installed in electric vehicle chargers, have a
negative impact on the network in terms of harmonic generation. In the case of a massive integration,
the presence of converters will become critical, and their influence must be studied in depth.
At last, the relocation of the batteries that are no longer suitable for electrical traction is nowadays
unknown. Although some research works propose their use for stationary energy storage, further
research is required to determine the viability of this application. In this context, in the case the residual
economic value of a battery at each point of its SoH were known, then it would be possible to optimise
the economic balance, which in turn would enable the choice of the optimum time to perform the
battery replacement of an electric vehicle.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, an overview of the current state of the electric vehicle is presented in terms of
the effects that charging methodologies have on the network and on the batteries. The existing
literature regarding charging strategies has been categorised according to its location, characteristics
and considerations. Regarding the battery degradation, the most relevant phenomena have been
described, providing an analysis that facilitates the understanding of the complexity of the topic.
The integration of EVs in different power systems is influenced by the market and enables the
creation of new business models associated with the management of new services. These services
include the management and marketing of energy through aggregators and alternative system operators,
as well as the operation of microgrids under V2H, V2B, V2N and V2G concepts.
Location, local power system characteristics or customers profile have to be considered to establish
an optimal unidirectional or bidirectional recharging strategy. The future of the applicability of different
bidirectional services is directly related to the research efforts and improvements in battery degradation.
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Thus, the degradation by frequency regulation has been classified as insignificant, making it the most
profitable of the services. In turn, once the influence of different charging rates is analysed, it is
considered that currently L2 chargers are only indicated for unidirectional load, since in bidirectional
flow the degradation in the battery is unfeasible.
The V2B and V2H concepts are presented with special interest for those cases in which RES are
available and higher efficiencies and a lower energy costs during charging are demanded, improving
the power supply quality. However, there are no standards in this field that regulate or assess its
correct implementation.
As far as the life cycle is concerned, it is necessary to give a later end to degraded batteries.
Although they are no longer suitable for traction, their materials can be recycled and used for the
construction of new units, or they can be used in storage systems where the capacity, power, or total
energy are not limiting factors per volume unit.
Most of the strategies proposed, especially aggregator-and multi-agen-based ones, are based on
the hypothetical situation of the existence of global communications, which nowadays is not true.
The installation of a secure communications channel, with absolute availability and global reach, is a
first necessary step for the development of the electric vehicle, and even more for V2G.
Finally, the development of electric mobility responds mainly to the need to reduce emissions.
This approach must consider the characteristics of each power system and the origin of its electricity.
There may be cases where the transition to electric mobility, far from reducing emissions, increases them,
as can happen in coal-based generation systems. Moreover, the focus of emissions shifts from vehicles
to energy plants, requiring also an environmental impact analysis. This is why the development
of electric mobility is linked to a greater penetration of RES, in order to respond to the new energy
demand in an effective, efficient and as clean as possible way.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript
BEV Battery Electric Vehicle
CC-CV Constant Current and Constant Voltage
CO2e Carbon Dioxide equivalent
DER Distributed Energy Resources
DoD Depth of Discharge
DR Demand Response
DSM Demand Side Management
DSO Distribution System Operator
EM Electric Motor
EoL End of Life
EV Electric Vehicle
G2V Grid-to-Vehicle
GA Genetic Algorithm
GHG Greenhouse Gases
HEMS Home Energy Management System
HEV Hybrid Electric Vehicle
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
ICEV Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle
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ISO Independent System Operator
MGAU Micro Grid Aggregation Unit
MPP Maximum Power Point
PHEV Plug in Hybrid Electric Vehicle
pKm Passenger and kilometre
PSO Particle Swarm Optimisation
REEV Range Extended Electric Vehicle
RES Renewable Energies Sources
SOC State of Charge
SOH State of Health
TSO Transport System Operator
V2B Vehicle-to-Building
V2G Vehicle-to-Grid
V2H Vehicle-to-Home
V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle
VPP Virtual Power Plant
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